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iPhone Application Development: Apple's iPhone 4S is one hell of a smartphone device and based
on one of the sleekest and the slickest mobile operating system. It is way ahead in terms of
incorporating new features than any of its competitors. There are some features which deserve a
mention here. They are Face time, dual cameras, multitasking features, HD video recording, 8 MP
cameras with the LED Flash functionality and Airplay.

iPad Application Development: You can get developers for creating high quality apps for the iPad.
The iPad is a revolutionary device and has signaled a new era in tablet computing. With its
widescreen display and a plethora of features in it, there are millions of users now worldwide.

Some of the features that the iPad consist of include a 9.7 inches screen, multi-touch, HD graphics,
Long battery life, Third Party support apps, HTML 5 apps, extra swift A4 chip and accelerometer.

Blackberry Application Development: The Blackberry mobile requires smarter mobile app
development than any of the other smartphones. RIM's Blackberry is a fantastic business
smartphone which has great messaging features other than its email based apps. It has features
like data handling, security, robustness in features and hardware, and multitasking functionality.

The Blackberry actually provides a fantastic platform for mobile app developments in different
domains including multimedia, entertainment and business.

There is stiff competition from different mobile companies. But Blackberry has managed to hold its
own due to its unique software and hardware functions.

Windows Mobile Application Development: The Windows mobile OS which is developed by
Microsoft is perfect for those users who want to carry the same look and feel of the Office
applications to the mobile. It is a good platform for PDAs, smartphones and some other mobile
devices.

Some of the highlights of the mobile operating system include multitasking ability, Microsoft based
applications support, support for IE browser, and Bluetooth connectivity.

Symbian Application Development: The Symbian OS is the flagship platform for Nokia which has
immense flexibility in design and user interface. Symbian has been utilized by different companies
for their smartphones including Sony Ericsson, Siemens etc.

Salient features of the platform are its messaging features, Interoperability, multi-tasking, robust
design and security.

Android Application Development: The ever rising popularity of Android applications has boosted its
mobile app development. Its features have been incremental with the versions that it produced. The
apps are based on the Java programming language and since it is open source it can extend
towards new technologies. The apps are then uploaded to the Android App Store.
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Elan Technologies - About Author:
Elan Technologies is a mobile application development company provides iphone, android
development, ipad development and more. We develops mobie app development in various
platform like a android application development, iphone, ipad and windows phone 7.
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